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Objection to the No Jab No Pay legislation

I would like to register my strong objection to the proposed amendment No Jab No Pay Bill introduced in
Parliament on the 15/09/15 including the proposed prevention of unvaccinated children for enrolment in
childcare centres without medical exemptions.
What this bill proposes is the acceptance, employment and regulation of discriminatory social and financial
punishments based on a medical procedure. Should this parliamentary act set a precedent within Australia
and be implemented by other States my family will personally be discriminated against. Based on our
Australian constitution this is not only unethical, it is criminal.
Many families like mine have made educated decisions not to vaccinate based on hours of research and the
health and wellbeing of our children. I am medically trained and qualified in areas directly related to
vaccines, their research, development and implementation. I choose not to vaccinate based on a very
thorough understanding of the entire process.
I do not believe that governments, religions or any other body have the right to dictate medical preferences
to society. Vaccinations are not necessary to sustain life, nor are they necessary to sustain good health. Just
like any medical procedure in this category they should be optional and not forced upon people by
blackmail like methods. The governments vested interest in this area is concerning to say the least and the
links to major pharmaceutical companies are not hard to find.
The research is clear and concise, please do the research properly instead of blindly following what a
representative from a large company who makes billions of dollars per year from these products says.
Mrs Samantha Halls
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